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ABovE This painting by Jacques-
Laurent Agasse (1820) is one of a
number of contemporary
paintings that, together with 23
extant skins, illustrate a wide
variation in quagga hair coloi.rr
and stripe pattern.

oPPoSlTE Several small herds of
plains zebra are being managed
to reproduce the plains zebra
colour variant that was known to
the Khoi people as the quagga.
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encountered was the quagga. Visibly
distinct from the other zebras tt ut tt 

"ysaw, it differed in having fewer stripei,
especially across the rump and on the
legs, and in having a browner hue. The
Iast animal with the'se characteristics
died in Amsterdam Zoo in 1gg3 _ the
quagga was extinct.,

Or was it? A team led by German
taxidermist Reinhold Rau thought nol,
and in 1986 the euagga project was

hen early European travel-
lers were exploring the
Cape Colony in the l7th,
1Sth and 19th centuries,
one of the animals they

initiated under the auspices of the
South African Museum irr Cape Town.
Rau makes it sound straightforward:
since the 'organelle, DNA of the quagga
is identical to that of other ptuii,
zebra, the quagga is not dead, it is iust
hiding under the skin of its srripy
cousin. And if that is the case, a setei_
tive breeding programme should be
able to distij the genes of the quagga
out of the plains zebra population alid
bring it back to life, lio years after it
disappeared. Rau and the euagga
Project began doing iust that.

Selective breeding to ,bring back,
apparently extinct animals is not new.

There are effectively two ways to do it,
but the bottom line is that a genuinely
extinct species cannot be recreatei
with today's technology.

One way is to breed from hybrid ani_
mals which are knor,r.n to be descended
from wild specimens. The progeny is
fudged against some visual standird.
and the bloodtine is incrementallv
purified to approximate the original
animals. Heinz and Lutz Heck, direitors
of the zoos in Munich and Berlin
respectively, were renowned for their
quest to 'rebreed, the extinct European
aurochs (wild ox) and tarpan (wild
horse). They were prepared to leap b
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Etienne is one of the
most 'typey' animals
bred to date.
Members of the
Quagga Project team
are confident that
further selective
breeding will produce
animals with the
white tails and stripe-
less hocks that are
typical of the quagga.
However, the brown
hue is proving harder
to 'fix'.

(albeit reluctantly) right over the mental
obstacle of genetics and search the
world for specimens which might add
pieces to their biological jigsaws. Their
tarpan, for example, had a stubbornly
floppy mane, thought to be atypical of
ancient equines, so they introduced
Asian blood (Przwalski's horse) to
correct this. Since it is highly unlikely
that the tarpan shared the same gene
pool as Plzwalski's horse (which has a

peculiar number of chromosomes), the
tarpan must be categorised as a 'look-
alike' and not the genuine article.

The second method comes into play
when it becomes known, somewhat
anti-climactically, that the apparently
extinct animal was in fact just a variant
of a 'different' species. This was the case

with Cape Canaveral's infamous dusky
seaside sparrow, on which Disney
World foisted huge sums and a badly
flawed hybrid breeding programme
before realising that the 'extinct' bird
was just a variant of another commonly
occurring species. So it is with the
quagga. Theoretically, researchers
should be able to work back to the
original animal through selective
breeding, all the time working within
the original gene pool. While little is
known of the quagga's behaviour, there
is sufficient physical, graphic and
anecdotal material to confidently
identify the real thing visually. As this is
all we have, Rau believes that we must
be satisfied with that.

The taxonomic breakthrough was
sweet reward for Rau. A taxidermist
unqualif ied in either genetics or
taxonomy, he and a few others swam
against the tide of scientific opinion for
years by contending that the quagga
was not a separate species (interesting-
ly, his fellow countryman Lutz Heck
thought the same). Decades of profes-
sional observation convinced him that
brown coloration or diminished strip-
ing, both typically identified with the
quagga, were not uncommon in the
southern plains zebra population, albeit
to a lesser degree. For example, he knew
that Namibian animals often have a
brown hue and that those in KwaZulu-
Natal in South Africa tend to have
'cleaner' rumps. Uniquely placed to
study quagga skins, he also knew that
there was wide colour variation even
between individual quaggas. Why
couldn't the quagga just be a very
brown, rather stripeless zebra?

Perseverance, together with a little
good luck, enabled Rau to prove his
case in 1984 with some dried quagga
flesh from a skin he had remounted in
Germany many years before. The
sample found its way into a pioneering
DNA analysis proiect at Berkeley
University in the USA, where Russell
Higuchi came to the then remark-
able conclusion that the quagga was
indeed no more than a distinctively
marked plains zebra. In the same year,
another Californian geneticist, Jerold
Lowenstein, came to a similar con-
clusion, quite independently, through
protein analysis.

AFRICA - ENVIRONMENT & WILDLIFII
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sl,rands. For example, the analysis might focus on uniquely repeating patterns

3#:i1[iiilr",, used to distinsuish between individuars o,o,E,. 
unparticular species - humans. The technique was pioneered in 1 987 to t

innocent boy of the rape and murder of two girls in Leicestershire, EnglaniJ.

il::"T : :)l:l ;:,t:#:,1 ln'"" 
ne is h bou ri ns vi | | ases h ad been a na rvsed'

The police had to test everyone because forensics gave them the suspect's

genetic profile, but not whaI he looked like. Therein lies a limitation of DNA

analysis for the quagga - no-one knows what elements of a plains zebra's DNA

indicate a brown hue or fewer stripes. lf the plains zebra qenome was fullv
interpreted, as [he human genome is to be, zebra could be screened for
suitability for the breeding progrur.". Sadly, that won't happen in this lifetime.
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Now working with new conviction,
Rau launched the Quagga project. Its
aim was quite simple: to breed quagga
on the twin assumptions that it can be
defined purely by physical character-
istics and that if those characteristics
had been selected for before in nature,
they could be selected for again.

The project is not without its critics
and most focus on the possibilitv of
unique quagga traits lsuch as betra-
vioural or nutritional adaptation) which
rve know nothing about. The euagga
Project website (www. museums.org.za/
sam/q uagga /quagga. htms maintai ns that
this argument is 'spurious,, on the basis
that 'it would be impossible now to
demonstrate such chiracters,. That is
not really fair. New ground was broken
rvhen Higuchi worked with hundred-
r-ear-old quagga flesh - might not
similar advances reveal more in the
future? Consequently, the blunt claim
that if the project breeds a brown,
stripeless zebra it will have a quagga,
and not a 'look alike,, might be a bit
premature. Pressed on the point,
Professor Eric Harley, genetic expert on
the Quagga Project, embraces the debate
enthusiastically and clearly has no wish
to ignore it. Perhaps the otherwise
excellent website could benefit from
some rewording on this point.

To deflect these concerns, the euagga
Project has investigated the likelihood
of other unique traits. For example, the
quagga/s available grazing apparently
did not differ significantly from that of
other plains zebra, implying no need
for nutritional adaptation. Another
study has considered the vocalisations
of the quagga (which were probably

responsible for its Khoi-derived name)
and contemporary records appear to
show that quagga sounded just like
other plains zebra.

The project is now producing a third
generation of foals, the progeny of
some 30 wild-caught plains zebra. It is
a slow process, as zebra stallions onlv
malure at about four years. Already,
though, there is little doubt th;t
individuals can be bred with the
reduced striping of the quagga. The
best offspring, Tracy and Etienne,
show diminished striping comparable
to some extant quagga skins. They still
lack the brown colouring typical of the
original, and this trait is proving
trickier to 'fix'. Mariette, a first gene_
ration mare, has a clear brown hue and
there were high hopes for her last foal
but, in the lottery of Mendelian
probability, they were not realised.
Perhaps next year.

The Quagga Project is an exercise in
'artificial selection', guided in part by
Professor Hennie Heydenrych, Animal
Science expert on the project,s com_
mittee. Working from wild-caught
animals with diminished striping and/or
broum background colour, the breeding
programme is incrementally strengthen_
ing these characteristics in project off_
spring. The best of these will be mated
with other 'typey'animals within the
proiect. At times a suitable mating
mighl require inbreeding or outcrossing.

Inbreeding involves repeatediv
mating closely related animals. It is a
two-edged sword because it is as easy
to 'fix' a defective trait (which -uy ,roi
be immediatety visible in the popu-
lation) as it is to 'fix' a desirable one &
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Reinhold Rau (left) has contended for
years that the brown hue and diminished
striping of the quagga are merely features
of the southernmost variant of the plains
zebra, whose pattern of variation is
traceable from Kenya to the Cape. This
variation continuum can even be seen
within the quagga population (above).

oVERLEAF An ever-increasing proportion of
the plains zebra at Elandsberg Farms have
reduced striping on the legs and rump.

. Amsterdam
Female, 1883

died Amsterdom zoo I 883
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A catalogue price list for dead mammal
and bird specimens collected in southern
Africa by C.F. Drege, a well-known German
supplier. Note that the 'normal' plains
zebra ('Equus Burchelli') fetched twice as
much as the 'dull' ('Equus Quagga'). Many
of the scientific names have been revised
since the mid-19th century.

such as colour. However, inbred does
not necessarily equate to defective.
The Himalayan tahrs which thrive so

controversially on Table Mountain
peaked at several hundred individuals
before culling began several years ago.
They are all descended from one pair
of escapees, the narrowest of genetic
bottlenecks. As the Quagga Project
started with a relatively small popula-
tion of about 30 animals, some in-
breeding is likely; in fact, there are
currently plans to mate first cousins
Tracy and Etienne.

Outcrossing introduces fresh genes
by swapping animals between proiect
herds or by bringing
in new wild zebra.
The project team
acknowledges that
there must be wild
zebra which are more
'quagga-like' than
many of the original
wild-caught speci-
mens and these
would be suitable
animals with which
to outcross. However,
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logistical and financial constraints
conspire to keep them out of reach. In
the future it may be possible to
overcome this by making use of the
ongoing support from South African
National Parks (sANP), which has
appointed a permanent representative
to the project. As there are also Quagga
Project herds in the Karoo and Addo
national parks, SANP is uniquely placed
to assist a long-term breeding pro-
gramme. Given that the quagga
variant of the plains zebra was en-
demic to South Africa, their mandate
is unimpeachable.

With the stamina of a man used to
ploughing his own
furrow, Rau remains
non-committal about
an acceptable time
horizon for 'success'.
Eric Harley, however,
f eels instinctively
that if tle project
does not.get a good
individual within
four generations then
the programme/ as

currently structured,The quagga's range in South Africa.
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:rrght not be able to produce one. A
:ood individual' would have a coat
-'attern that fa1ls an)'vvhere within the. ide variation of colour exhibited by
:te 23 extant quagga skins.
The Quagga Project in its current
rrln cannot produce large herds of

-..rlagga. But Rau and company do
- elieve that, with good animal
usbandry and a little luck, they can

rling a representative sample back
orn the dead. If they are right - and

.re early results ale promising - then a
'--artner with deeper pockets could
-'robably go the extra mile and breed
rts of them. That raises the intriguing

-rr.iestion of 'ownership' of the quagga.
-. hundred and fifty years ago, these
-1owdy, poor relatives of the zebra'
ere so little valued that collectors

..uld expect to pay mole for a
-iesbok, wildebeest or young eland
rran for a quagga. Presumably they
'ould fall over themselves for a

-reeding pair today.

In 1986, the Quagga Proiect embarked
on a crusade to rectify, in Rau's words, 'a
dreadful mistake made by our forebears',
and lor now its energies remain
focussed entirely on that. Should it
succeed, it will be confronted by the
new challenges of expanding the project
to complete its long-term vision of
restocking the wildlife reserves of the
Karoo. Those are problems the team
looks forward to having. ffi

For further information, Reinhold Rau
can be contacted at the Quagga Project,
tel. (+27-21) 424 3330 or e-mail
rrau@samuseum.ac. zq

Mdrch Turnbull's irtvolvement with environ-
mentdl conseryaticnr was strictly a hobby until
hc had tlrc privilege to work with the tearn thst
established the Pecrce Parks Foundation in
1997. During the two ye ars he spent with
thent, he discoverecl at ftrst ltand the enormous
practical difflcLtlties involved in all aspects of
creating atttl tnaintainittg conservation areas.
He now works as a freeldnce environmental
jotrnalist and website designer.

Keep ytlffir
syB$ pffisff*d...
Assuming the quagga's colour traits
do still exist, diluted in the plains

zebra population, there could,
theoretically, be a good quagga out
in the wild right now. Such an animal
could catalyse the success of the
quagga breeding programme,
perhaps accelerating it by years.
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Cregor has a particular interest in the project, he
acknowledges the practical difficulties. 'We are proud to be
involved and when Tracy was born I was very excited, but,
as a small reserve, we couldn't let the zebra herd grow
indefinitely. lt was good for everyone when South African
National Parks joined the project and were able to take some
o[ the animals.'

&
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L WOODINCif4E QUACAA PROltCf (COURfESy: SA MUSEUM)

Tracy, a second-generation foal, is markedly more quagga-like than her mother.

1l
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The quagga breeding programme started in custom-built
breeding facilities near McCregor in South Africa's Western

Cape. However, the practical advantages of this
arrangement were outweighed by the cost of feeding the
animals, and now there are seven small free-ranging herds

thaL are managed as a single unit, or'metapopulation'. The
most public herd is grazing on the slopes of Table Mountain,
but the largest is at Elandsberg

Farms, 120 kilometres from Cape

Town. There 21 of the Quagga
Project's best animals have the
freedom of 4 000 hectares of
fynbos in a private nature reserve.

Mike Cregor, who runs Elands-

berg, looks after their welfare and
assists in moving animals between

herds as a contribution to the
proiect. The quaggas can be

viewed by guests staying at the
upmarket Bartholomeus Klip
guesthouse which is situated in
the reserve at Elandsberg Farms.

To date, 28 foals have been

born at Elandsberg, notably a

promising stallion named Luke

and his foal Tracy, a second

generation animal with almost no
stripes on her rump. Although
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